A Student’s Experience
“The course was far more detailed and more info than I thought I was going to be
getting which is awesome! And I now have a better understanding of how energy works
and how to explain it to people.

Equine Health Practitioner Testimony
Tracey Ferguson, Animal Health Practitioner
I’m so glad I found Valee and her Reiki courses. Reiki has enhanced my life in so many
ways and has helped me to see the world in a whole new way. It now forms a large part
of my treatment toolkit when treating myself, my own animals and also client’s animals.
It boosts the power of any craniosacral treatments I do and I also use it a lot for distance
healing and communication sessions with animals. It has become the one thing that
brings everything else together. Before learning Reiki I had done various other
treatment courses and still found myself looking for something else as it didn’t quite feel
complete. Since learning Reiki I look at other forms of treatment, be it energetic,
manipulative or mechanical, and I know that I can achieve the exact same results with
Reiki.
I would thoroughly recommend Valee’s Reiki courses to anyone seeking to enhance
their own health and wellbeing, or anyone looking for an effective tool to treat family,
friends and animals.

My Reiki Learning Experience
B.B., Dannevirke
About a year ago, I was introduced to Reiki when I purchased a horse who was
unknowingly in desperate need of some emotional healing and I didn’t know how to help
her. A professional horse person recommended that I learn Reiki healing and that I
contact Valee More as an instructor/mentor/master. I followed up on the suggestion and
currently find myself completing my Reiki III training all via correspondence. It’s been an
amazing experience of awakening, expansion of perspective, healing, and learning.
The course was comprehensive in that it taught me gradually and thoroughly with lots of
hands-on work to build my confidence and skills. The manuals encompass the Reiki
hand positions for treatments, provide diagrams and guidelines, include research
articles, outline lessons in energy awareness, and are complimented by lessons in Reiki
“thinking.” I enjoyed the freedom of doing correspondence work because it allowed me
to proceed at my own pace, in my own time, and with extra attention to those areas of
my choice. There was always support, encouragement, and guidance from Valee
whenever I needed it,as well as insightful and helpful feedback on my work. I would
highly recommend Valee’s course to others.

When I started the course, I was rather unsure of the whole energy system and about
Reiki. Today, I can’t learn enough! The experiences I had while learning Reiki changed
my whole perspective on the power of energy healing, on myself, and my connection to
the world. I learned to listen to my intuition; to feel the energies of the spirit beings
around me and to ask for their assistance with healing sessions; and to sense the
energies of animals and people and distinguish where healing was needed. I am able to
connect with my animals on a whole new level now. I had amazing visions which helped
me to understand myself more fully, to grow emotionally, mentally, and spiritually, to
heal past traumas, to release negative energy patterns, and to see the world and all its
creatures as part of one connected energy. Reiki has had an amazing influence on my
life and I would recommend studying Reiki for anyone who wishes to connect with the
universal life force energy and to help heal themselves, their animal companions, other
beings on this planet, as well as the planet itself. It’s great to be a part of the positive
energy influence helping to heal our planet. Thanks Valee for guiding me on a truly
wonderful and amazing journey.

My Reiki Learning Experience
By Lisa Noonan
My path to Reiki evolved through an interest in Bowen therapy. I had arranged for my
horse to receive a few Bowen treatments, and throughout these treatments I became
increasingly keen to learn more myself about animal healing. I attended an equine
massage course, but felt that the therapy was too physical for me personally-I wanted to
learn how to treat animals utilising a gentler and more intuitive therapy. I did some
research and decided that Reiki could be just what I was looking for. A search of the
internet failed to turn up anyone in New Zealand offering equine and pet training
courses, so I resigned myself to having to go to England to study, and commenced
training as a human practitioner instead, just to get the ball rolling. This was obviously
meant to be, as it was during this course that I met someone who gave me Valee’s
number!
I immediately rang Valee, and discovered that she had a course commencing almost
straight away! It was really exciting to be finally traveling along the path that I had
wanted to be on for so long. Valee is an incredibly spiritual woman, with infinite
knowledge and wisdom that she is very willing to share. The course itself is a perfect
mix of theory and practical “hands on” work. The case studies that Valee requires to be
completed before obtaining your qualification certificate are invaluable for ensuring that
you get out there and practice on strange horses or pets and learn to deal with each
individual’s quirks and issues. Valee’s feedback after reading the case studies was
extremely useful also –she made some very perceptive comments that I have been able
to incorporate into my current Reiki practice.
With Valee’s full support, I have decided to start my own equine and pet Reiki practice,
and have been inspired and assisted by Valee in doing this. You are certainly not left
floundering on your own after the course finishes –I have maintained regular contact

with Valee to talk through any practical Reiki issues that have arisen, and also in a
mentoring capacity with regard to the start-up of my own practice.

